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2 Available Monitoring Options 

1. Options Table 

 

 

                                                           
1
     Optional 

2
     Charts+ and Logs are features that go with Advanced MPEG Monitoring and Alarm Profiles 

       Device 

 

 

Features 

DVB 

Monitor 

A/C/T 

DVB 

Monitor 

T/T2 

DVB 

Monitor 

M1 

DVB 

Monitor 

S/S2 

DVB 

Monitor 

QAM 

DAB 

Monitor 

V2 

FM 

Monitor 

V2 

AM 

Monitor 

V2 

Streaming         

Monitoring         

SNMP         

E-mail         

Analogue TV    _  _ _ _ 

QAM-B _ _ _ _  _ _ _ 

DVB-C      _ _ _ 

DOCSIS  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

DVB-T     _ _ _ _ 

DVB-T2 _    _ _ _ _ 

DVB-S _    _ _ _ _ 

DVB-S2 _    _ _ _ _ 

DAB/DAB+ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ 

FM/RDS _ _ _ _ _    

Advanced 

Analogue 

Monitoring1 
 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

Advanced MPEG 

Monitoring      _ _ _ 

Service Bitrate 

Alarms      _ _ _ 

Alarm Profiles         

SFN Monitoring    _ _ _ _ _ 

Charts         

Charts+2      _ _ _ 

Logs      _ _ _ 
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3 Available Monitoring Options 

2. Advanced MPEG Monitoring 

 

Advanced MPEG monitoring uses standard TR 101 290 alarms which constantly monitor 

the status of your transport streams (TS) data (PAT, PMT, PCR, PTS, NIT, SDT, EIT, CAT, TDT). 

 
 

 

 

1.1    First Priorities 

 

 TS Lock – Constantly follows for a valid impulse for the synchronization of every 188 

bytes. After synchronization has been achieved the evaluation of the other parameters 

can be carried out. 

 PAT - PID 0x0000 is not transmitted every 500 milliseconds or less. A section with a table 

number different than 0x00 is found at PID 0x0000 (Program Allocation Table). If the PAT 

is missing then the decoder can do nothing, no program is decodable. 

 Continuity – This error indicates incorrect packet sorting. A packet has been sent more 

than twice at the same time or lost altogether. For this indicator three checks are 

o i ed: "I orre t pa ket order", "Lost pa ket" or Dupli ated pa ket . 
 PMT – Sections with table number 0x02 (Program Map Table) are not transmitted every 

500 milliseconds or less to the PID, referenced from the PAT table.  

Parts in this context are the video stream and the audio streams and the data stream. 

Without a PMT the corresponding program is not decodable. 

TR 101 290 alarms are categorized in 3 priorities.  

For more info, please, read the standard here 
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4 Available Monitoring Options 

 Missing PID – This error indicates that certain PIDs are not transmitted for a specified 

amount of time.  

It is checked whether there exists a data stream for each PID that occurs in the PMT 

table.  

 

1.2    Second Priorities 

 

 Transport error – the istake i di ator i  the tra sport strea  is 1  

 CRC - The CRC (Cyclic Redundancy Check) can indicate an error in the transmission of any 

of the following tables: CAT, PAT, PMT, NIT (Network Information Table), EIT (Event 

Information Table), BAT (Bouquet Association Table), SDT (Service Description Table) and 

TOT (Timing Offset Table). 

 PCR – If PCR is missing for more than 100 milliseconds without indication of interruption. 

Also when the time interval between two PCR reports is larger than 50 milliseconds. 

 PTS - PTS should occur at least every 800ms. It is only accessible if the TS is not 

scrambled. 

 CAT – A CAT error means that there are encrypted packets in the transport stream, but 

there is a missing table with number 0x01 (CAT) at PID 0x0001 

 

1.3    Third Priorities 

 

 NIT – Active when sections with table numbers, other than 0x40, 0x41 or 0x72, found at 

PID 0x0010. It is checked whether NITs are present in the TS and whether they have the 

correct PID. 

 SI rep. rate – Repetition of the service tables is over the specified thresholds. For SI 

tables a maximum and minimum periodicity are specified in EN 300 468 and TR 101 211. 

This is checked for this indicator. 

 Unreferenced PID – PID, other than PMT PIDs, PIDs with numbers between 0x00 and 

0x1F or PIDs which are defined as client data streams, which are not referenced by PMT 

or PAT tables in 500 milliseconds. Each non-private program data stream should have its 

PID listed in the PMTs. 
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 SDT – Sections with table numbers 0x42 missing in PID 0x0011 for more than 2 seconds. 

Sections with numbers other than 0x42, 0x46, 0x4A or 0x72 found at PID 0x0011. The 

SDT describes the services available to the viewer. It is split into sub-tables containing 

details of the contents of the current TS (mandatory) and other TS (optional). Without 

the SDT, the receiver is unable to give the viewer a list of what services are available. 

 EIT –  Sections with table numbers 0x4E missing in PID 0x0012 for more than 2 seconds. 

Sections with numbers other than the range of 0x4E-0x6F or 0x72 found at PID 0x0012.  

 The EIT (Event Information Table) describes what is on now and next on each service, 

and optionally details the complete programming schedule. The EIT schedule information 

is only accessible if the TS is not scrambled. 

 RST – Sections with table numbers, other than 0x71 and 0x72, found at PID 0x0013. Two 

sections with table numbers 0x71 (RST) at PID 0x0013 for less than 25 milliseconds.  

 The RST is a quick updating mechanism for the status information carried in the EIT. 

 TDT – Sections with table number 0x70 (TDT) missing at PID 0x0014 for more than 30 

seconds. Sections with table number other than 0x70, 0x72 (ST), 0x73 (TOT), found at PID 

0x0014. Two sections with table number 0x70 (TDT) at PID 0x0014 for less than 25 

milliseconds.  

 The TDT carries the current UTC time and date information. In addition to the TDT, a TOT 

can be transmitted which gives information about a local time offset in a given area. 
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6 Available Monitoring Options 

1.4    Conditional Access Alarms (CA) 

 

       Under the DVB standard, conditional access system (CAS) standards are defined in the 

specification documents for DVB-CA (conditional access), DVB-CSA (the 

common scrambling algorithm) and DVB-CI (the Common Interface). These standards define 

a method by which one can obfuscate a digital-television stream, with access provided only 

to those with valid decryption smart-cards. This is achieved by a combination 

of scrambling and encryption. The data stream is scrambled with a 48-bit secret key, called 

the control word. Knowing the value of the control word at a given moment is of relatively 

little value, as under normal conditions, content providers will change the control word 

several times per minute. The control word is generated automatically in such a way that 

successive values are not usually predictable. 

 

 

 

In order for the receiver to unscramble the data stream, it must be permanently informed 

about the current value of the control word. In practice, it must be informed slightly in 

advance, so that no viewing interruption occurs. Encryption is used to protect the control 

word during transmission to the receiver: the control word is encrypted as an entitlement 

control message (ECM). The CA subsystem in the receiver will decrypt the control word only 

when authorized to do so; that authority is sent to the receiver in the form of an entitlement 

management message (EMM). The control word can be transmitted through different ECMs 

at once. This allows the use of several conditional access systems at the same time. 

The contents of ECMs and EMMs are not standardized and as such they depend on the 

conditional access system being used. 
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7 Available Monitoring Options 

1.5    Log files 

 

Getting the Advanced MPEG Monitoring and Alarm Profiles option also gives access to 

the Charts+ and Log features (tick the box in the Status -> Log -> Alarms log menu then save 

your changes). 
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8 Available Monitoring Options 

1.6    Charts+ 

 

      Charts and logs can be seen at the Charts menu but only if you have selected 

MONITORING first in the CONFIG menu.  

o NOTE: the Log advanced MPEG monitoring information box in the Status -> Log -> Alarms 

log menu must be ticked! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For example in the Charts -> 

Programs menu you can see an 

advanced chart that shows the 

bitrate speed of all the services 

of the currently selected carrier. 

Clicking on a specific service 

will further show you video 

and audio PID bitrates for 

that service. 
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9 Available Monitoring Options 

1.7    PID and Section Statistics 

      Advanced log files can be accessed in the Status -> Status menu by clicking on a carrier 

and then selecting the button [MORE]. The main purpose for these log files is to keep track 

of any CRC errors, displayed with a * sign. Log files also provide the information and statistics 

in our charts. 

o NOTE: These menus become available after you have ticked the box in the Status -

> Log -> Alarms log menu then save your changes 

 

 

Adding the Advanced MPEG Monitoring option gives you not only 

the standard service alarms which monitor if they contain audio and video PIDs at any 

moment, but also the TR 101 290 priority 1, 2, 3 alarms and conditional access alarms, as 

well as advanced features like Charts+ and Logs, all in order to deliver fully functional and 

flawless MPEG TS to the clients. 

 

You can configure the Advanced MPEG Monitoring alarms in the Config -> Alarms/Profiles -> 

Advanced MPEG Alarms menu. 
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10 Available Monitoring Options 

2. Service Bitrate Alarms 

 

The Service Bitrate Alarms add several new alarm thresholds to the Advanced MPEG 

Monitoring alarms menu, which are used for monitoring of the audio and video bitrates of 

the channels.  

 

o NOTE: This option is only available for purchase if you already have the Advanced MPEG 

Monitoring option installed in your device. 

 

These new alarms can be accessed in the Config -> Alarms/Profiles -> Advanced MPEG 

Alarms menu. 

You can set the alarm thresholds for audio LOW and audio HIGH bitrates, as well as video 

LOW and video HIGH bitrates. 

o NOTE: If there are multiple audio or video PIDs, the device checks the bit rate of each PID 

with the set thresholds.   

 

 

Channels that have activated the alarm thresholds, can be seen in the Config -> Alarms -> 

Active Alarms menu. 
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11 Available Monitoring Options 

3. DOCSIS 

 

The DOCSIS option basically allows RF measurements to be taken for DOCSIS channels. 

Alarm thresholds for the DOCSIS channels are located in the Config -> Alarms/Profiles -> RF 

Alarms menu. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The measured values for DOCSIS channels are – Level, CNR, MER, BER and TS rate.   

Also settings like Bandwidth, Symbol rate, Constellation and Spectrum can be set in the 

Config -> Config e u a d ou sele t the Settings  utto  i  the DOCSIS arrier field, while 
the device is in monitoring mode. 
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12 Available Monitoring Options 

4. Alarm Profiles 

 

The Alar  profiles add 4 e tra alar  profiles other tha  the default  o e. Ea h profile 
can be applied to follow the carrier you specify and wish to monitor. This allows far more 

flexible alarms to be set, making overall monitoring a lot easier and simple to manage. Set 

different thresholds to different profiles and then simply apply the profile to any frequency 

carrier. Alarm profiles also gives access to advanced Logs for your DVB device. 

 

 

 

 

Alarm profiles are assigned in the 

Config -> Config -> Monitoring menu. 

Then choose the edit option on any 

DVB frequency carrier you want and set 

the alarm profile you wish to apply.  
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13 Available Monitoring Options 

5. Advanced Analogue Monitoring 

 

Advanced analogue monitoring allows constant monitoring of frozen/black screen video 

and/or audio signal in analogue TV broadcasts. The device will send an alarm indicating a 

frozen picture in the video or no audio for any of the monitored analogue TV carriers. 

 

It is perfect for cable TVs that still use and support analogue television. 

 

For proper audio monitoring while using Advanced Analogue Monitoring, System setting in 

Config -> General -> ATV has to be configured to be in sync with the carriers, otherwise 

audio alarming may not work and no alarms will be activated. 
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14 Available Monitoring Options 

3.1 Alarm Types 
 

        Monitored analogue TV carriers by the device will be followed for any frozen/black 

screen video and/or faulty audio signal, sending an alarm to your configured SNMP or E-mail 

whenever the thresholds set for the alarms are passed. There are 3 types of alarms that can 

be triggered: 

 Audio Freeze – monitors the audio signal of the analogue TV carrier, sends alarm 

when audio is bad or frozen 

 Video Freeze – monitors the video of the analogue TV carrier, sends alarm when 

frozen/black screen 

 Audio & Video Freeze – sends alarm when both audio and video are frozen in the 

carriers 

Alarm thresholds for analog TV can be configured in the Config -> Alarms-> RF Alarms menu. 

3.2 Frequencies Status 

 

        In the Status -> Monitoring menu are displayed all the current frequencies, their Audio 

http://www.kvarta.net/
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Freeze, Video  Freeze, Audio & Video Freeze status and the duration it takes for the device to 

go through a scan cycle (quality check). Scan cycle duration depends on the number of 

carriers. 

Scan sensitivity for video can also be set with a number from 0 to 6 in the RF alarms menu. 

The higher the number you input, the higher the scan sensitivity for video freeze is.  

 

 

 

On every scan cycle, if any of the alarm thresholds are broken by any frequencies, those 

frequencies accumulate a star (*) symbol. If on three cycles the disruption persists the field 

changes to yellow color and displays for how many minutes the frequency is disrupted.  

  

On the fourth scan cycle the field becomes red and sends an alarm 

3.3     Active Alarms 

 

        In the Config -> Alarms -> Active Alarms menu, there is a list that displays the currently 

activated alarms. Additional checks can be set for the device to perform before sending the 

http://www.kvarta.net/
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16 Available Monitoring Options 

alarm (for example, if the field is set to 1, the device will make 2 scan cycles before sending 

an alarm, but if its set to 0, the device will only make the default 1 scan cycles before 

sending an alarm). 

 

o NOTE: If any alarms are detected during a cycle, they will be displayed in the Active 

Alarms menu in grey colors. Grey alarms are not active yet, and are not logged in the log 

files. If on the next scan cycle the alarms are still active, they change from grey to red – 

signifying that they have become Active, and are logged in the log files. The number of 

required scan cycles before any alarms become active(from grey to red) are determined by 

the Additional checks number input. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. SFN Monitoring 

 

The most common problem in SFN networks is lost synchronization which can be caused 

by defective DVB transmitters, network distribution problems or a faulty GPS antenna at the 

transmitter site. These problems lead to an asynchronous transmission causing reduced 

http://www.kvarta.net/
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quality of reception up to the point of total interference. Our SFN monitoring option helps 

monitor this by connecting an RF port receiver directly to the monitoring output of the 

transmitter, effectively diagnosing problems both in the GPS antenna and the DVB 

transmitter it is connected to. Keep in mind that the GPS antenna has to be outdoors for 

effective monitoring.  

 

The SFN Network Delay is the calculated signal delay, which travels from its point of 

transmission, to its point of reception. It is calculated in microseconds (µs) using the GPS and 

MIP table.  

The Impulse Delay is calculated by subtracting the Max Delay (located in the MIP table, as 

shown on the picture below) from the Network Delay. Usually, that is the signal delay from 

the transmitting antenna to the receiver, shown in microseconds (µs).  

The SFN Drift is the variation of the Impulse/Network Delay in microseconds (µs).  

 

SFN Alarm thresholds can be set in the Config -> Alarms -> SFN Alarms menu: 

 

Impulse delay min: can be set from -30000µs to 30000µs 

Impulse delay max: can be set from -30000µs to 30000µs  

Network delay min: can be set from 0ms to 1000ms 

Network delay max: can be set from 0ms to 1000ms 

http://www.kvarta.net/
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GPS no lock alarm – if there is no valid GPS signal at the monitoring receiver 

MIP missing alarm – if there is no MIP in the received MPEG TS 
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